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About Us
In a brief period of less than two decades, Khadim’s has transformed into a much-loved iconic brand
that promises customers an unmatched experience. Our passion for producing quality footwear
delivering inimitable customer satisfaction has made Khadim’s one of the well-known entities in
organised footwear retailing in the country. The same dynamism and appreciation of customer
aspirations that has propelled Khadim’s to a position of eminence in the country, is now driving
Khadim’s to greater heights. A whole new generation of customers demanding highly stylish yet
durable and comfortable products are now stepping forth with renewed confidence with our multiple
sub-brands. These brands, namely Bristish Walkers, Lazard, Turk, Cleo, Sharon, Softouch and Pro,
offer products that are a perfect combination of advanced technology and material, and deliver
‘affordable fashion” like no other. While keeping pace with the rapidly changing retail environment,
global fashion trend and consumer behavioural paradigms, Khadim’s has also consciously adopted
contemporary retail store aesthetics for an enhanced shopping experience, and to boost its brand
appeal to Generation-Next. Khadim’s sustainable growth and quick ascendance to popularity has
many authors; a management that displayed insightful business acumen and a loyal workforce that
made customer satisfaction their mantra. Even as our business and social environments change
rapidly,...
For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/khadimscoimbatore/aboutus.html

Products & Services

WOMEN

Cleo Cream Lifestyle Flat
Sandal

Cleo Black Lifestyle Flat
Sandal

Black Casual Flat Sandal

Cleo Red Casual Ballerina
Shoe

Products & Services

OTHER PRODUCTS

Lazard Red Casual Slip On
Sandal

Pro Black Casual Slip On
Sneakers

Lazard Navy Casual Slip On
Sandal

Lazard Brown Ethnic Slip On
Sandal

Factsheet
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:Retailer
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